FACTUAL & LIABILITY INVESTIGATIONS

Criminal

Public Liability

Commercial

Adjuster Corp operates as a registered liability loss adjusting firm
under the professional charter of the Australasian Institute of Chartered
Loss Adjusters (AICLA). In addition, our factual investigators are state
licensed and hold extensive credentials with decades of experience
within the Insurance, criminal and commercial sectors. We have
a combination of former police investigators, criminologists and
liability adjusters on staff to ensure each investigation is dealt with
professionally and accurately.
Adjuster Corp is the preferred investigative service provider for
Australia’s largest, industrial special risk insurer and their legal
representatives. We service a full spectrum of insurance, corporate
and law firm clients, for all matters which require collection of evidence
and accurate factual reporting.
Adjuster Corp is well acquainted with and instructed by many state and
national Insurance law firms. These law firms regularly provide our team
with liability instructions under legal and professional privilege due to
the sensitivity or complexity of claims. We understand the legal process
and the expectations of legal practitioners overseeing litigated matters,
regardless of the circumstances.
To complement our liability and factual investigative team, we also
provide expert surveillance services when required.
Our professional offices are located in the Southport Central Towers
on the Gold Coast, housing our claims management team, which
coordinates operations nationally.
For further information or to instruct our team to undertake investigative
work please contact our office directly or send email correspondence
to: admin@adjustercorp.com.au

Insurance

Adjuster Corp has conducted
liability investigations into a vast
range of simple and complex
matters across Australia, including
but not limited to:
Tower crane collapses with
and without fatalities
Heavy vehicle accidents
with and without fatalities
Train crashes with and
without fatalities
Tanker explosions
Excavator rollovers
Commercial accidents
Industrial accidents
Criminal defence
Slip and fall incidents
Motor vehicle accidents
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